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sorcery is nothing new, keep on keep hinting at the damage numbers in this video. Pretty impressive when you consider all the nerfs spells have gone through since this game is made. EDIT: I'm not PvPskills to clear up any questions. I'm just sharing his video. Page 2Posted by5 years 68 comments I played both dark souls 2 and 3 and
chose a melee style character, but recently I replayed ds2 and became interested in trying to mag build change things and challenge myself. Any initial advice or game tips would be appreciated. I'm not very experienced with style of play, but hexes look particularly powerful, is there any truth to it? Page 2 9 comments I always went with
strength or Dex build, but using sorcery always looked a lot fun. I know I could look for a guide on YouTube, but I trust this community more than just videos. I'm about to start my NG+ and respec my stats. What should I put my statistics in? Which ones are firm? Is there armor I'm supposed to use? Thank you in advance. Ive has always
been a weapon of strength and shield build and I want to try sorcery, but it seems so hard to me. I used to easily fight my way through the ambush. Also, building a magical character seems so difficult. Are there any tips you want to know when you started? Page 2Posted byu/[deleted]3 years ago 28 comments Is there any idea how to
make a powerful magic physique? Specs and magic ideas will be helpful. Page 2 15 comments New to this game and was amazing what you have to say about the pros and cons of wizarding physique. Ive has never played in each other's two, so I'm discussing between a tank or a wizard. Thank you in advance! Page 2Posted
byu/[deleted]2 years ago 29 comments Part 2 of my 5 part guide on magic and spelling is built in Dark Souls 2. Keep in mind that all comments on PvP come from someone who is not really good at it. As always, if something is missing or needs are changing, let me know in the comments. Wizards have the very power to create;
harnessing and shaping the power of souls at their will. It takes years of study to master, but a master wizard is a force to be reckoned with. Sorcery is the undisputed king of attack within range of a single target. If you have one opponent and you want to pew-pew him to death before he ever gets a chance to touch you, or just destroy it in
one shot before he knows what's going on, then look no further. In addition, it has its share of skins and useful spells. That doesn't mean wizards don't have weaknesses. The greatest is that sorcery fights multiple targets and enemies at close range. Your Magic bonus scales completely off caster intelligence. The yield reduction begins at
40 Int, but the dedicated Wizard is encouraged to go to 50 for the best staff. Sorcery - Initial staff of the Wizard class. Without the interruption will take some time before you get a better one, so you can feel safe upgrading to +6, but I wouldn't take it past that. Lizard Staff - It doesn't look like much, but at +10 it has frickin' S in Magic, which
makes it something like the third or 4th best staff for a clean wizard and is available early. Except it's a ridiculously rare drop from four enemies who don't get scared. If you get it, you're either happier than you have the right to be, or you've spent hours beating up non-Germans at Executioner's Chariot Arena. Witchtree Branch - The
easiest and fastest personnel in the game and a direct upgrade to Wizardry. Whether you want the maximum bench, trying to slip into the arena or just want something that won't burden you, look no further. You just, you know, have to beat the Giants in Black Gulch first. Staff Amana - Not the strongest staff, and a little slow, but it is a
popular choice for fashion reasons. (Best reasons.) Just remember that you have to be completely human to get the full damage. Wisdom Staff - The best pure wizardry in the game if you have at least 50 Int. And I mean clean. It can't throw hexes at all. His only downside for a pure wizard is that it is also the longest staff, which means
that at close range your spells tend to go straight over your enemy's head. Azal's Staff - The very definition of a Glass Cannon. It is considerably more powerful than wisdom staff and has a passive effect that adds 20% extra damage to spells cast with it. The downside is ridiculously low casting speed, 75% less pitching on your spells and
durability of 4. No, it's not a typo. You got one shot at this thing, but you wanted mom what a chance. Blue Flame - It's a sword that can also throw sorcery and it could just be the best catalyst in the game. Although it is a little slower and uses more endurance than longer, it has some advantages over them. 1. It can be buffed with Magic
Weapon variants or Aromatic Ooze for additional spell damage. 2. His counter damage modifier refers to spells which means he has 10% more damage to counter strikes. 3. It's as stylish as FUCK. Dragonrider Bow - Not directly related to spellcasting, but it has the scaling of Inta and is strong enough to replace the core Soul Arrows in
your load, leaving more room for heavy hitters. It takes a little stat investment to use, but no more than MLGS. Speaking of... Moonlight Greatsword - It's big. It's beautiful. It shoots frickin' sword beams. It has the highest level of S scaling when infused. What else can you ask for? (Large and/or heavy) Soul Arrow - The simplest harmful
sorcery. Just restele and click to be harmed. The more adjectives you add, the more damage it does, but the slower it throws itself away. (Heavy) Homing Soul Arrow - Fires a smud of heat-seeking magic. It doesn't do funny damage, but it's not that easy to avoid and you can shoot and to some extent. Crushing (crystalline) soul mass -
Creates balls that hang over your head until you look at the enemy and then automatically fire. The number of balls up to 5 is based on the user's Int. It is ridiculous that technically it is a kind of buff and as such is completely unchanged by your staff. (Crystal) Soul Spear - Quintessential Heavy Wizardry. He can penetrate more enemies if
he lines them up. Also relatively easy to breed. Ascetic in the Bridge Approach bonfire in Huntsman's Copse gets an extra copy of Soul Spear and one in the Lower Brightstone Cove bonfire get a rematch with Freja for Old Paledrake Soul.Shockwave - It doesn't deal with any harm but does a ton of poised damage. Enough for pancake
players in light armor. It can be hilarious with the right setup, but more deceptive than anything. Soul Spear Barrage - Not as impressive as it sounds. It quickly fires a bunch of little arrows of soul with poor accuracy. Basically SMG. It's got good damage if it connects more, but if you miss, you'll get backstabbed. Soul Shower - Fires an orb
into the air that falls the soul of an arrow down a second later. It's not a great shame, but it's hard to avoid. Great at cleaning up that last part of your health. Don't do anything if it hits the ceiling. Soul Greatsword - Creates a giant beam of magical energy from your staff that cleans about 270-degree arc in front of you for some major
damage and can even hit through walls. Easily one of the best sorceresses and even cooler when thrown from the Blue Flame. Soul Vortex - Fires a slow vortex of soul arrows that occupies a wide area. Stunlocks and does good damage if connected, but it is easy to avoid outdoors. Remember how tiring this was when Armorer Dennis
used it? Yes.Soul Bolt - Shoots frickin' lazer beam that starts at his feet and sweeps straight ahead. Good damage, but useless if you're Anikin instead of Obi Wan and you don't have the sidings. Soul Geyser - Fires 4 slow moving soul spears with terrible accuracy. It used to be insanely powerful, but it was nerfed to just very strong, if
impractical. (Large/Crystal) Magic Weapon - Adds magical damage to your weapon. Strong Magic Shield - Temporarily boosts all shield resistance to 100%. I've heard that the increase in stability has been removed because it could push Havel's shield over 100 stability, but I have no confirmation of that. Yearn - Probably the most useful
unassailable spell in the game. It creates a place that attracts certain enemies for 10 seconds. And if that doesn't sound impressive, just look at the list of affected enemies and imagine all of them to let you shoot them in the back. Hush - Your footsteps won't make any noise for a while. But the enemy will mostly notice you anyway. Crash
control - Completely negates all damage falls all the way to the point where the crash is automatically fatal. Very useful for skipping large parts of Brume Tower.Hidden - It makes your weapon invisible, but it only works on a chargeable weapon. More sweet than useful. Repair - Restores some durability for free, but unlike repair powder it
only works on the weapon in your hands. Cast light - Forms a light source above the head of the funnel. Remember that the lock is remotely shorter in the dark. You can save a little on torches or if you really want to use both hands, but I don't like it because it washes away the middle of the screen with a shine. Chameleon - What the hell?
Can you turn into a box? That's amazing! Unleash magic - Reduces your maximum health by 30%, but increases all forms of spelling damage by 20%. That's why you're not pulling the lever, folks. Focus Souls - Soul Bolt, but there are four beams instead of one. One of the most powerful spells if it lands. If.Soul Flash - Another Dennis
Special. A giant frickin' air lazer from the sky swallows a caster. It does a lot less damage than you think, but you can pancake someone going for a backstab. So you want to be a spellcaster? So you want to be a wizard? (you're here) So you want to be a priest? So you want to be a Pyromancer? So you want to be Hexer? So you want to
be a spellsword? Comments on page 2 10
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